Non-response is a regular occurrence in Sample Surveys. Developing estimators when non-response exists may result in large biases when estimating population parameters. In this paper, a finite population mean is estimated when non-response exists randomly under two stage cluster sampling with replacement. It is assumed that non-response arises in the survey variable in the second stage of cluster sampling. Weighting method of compensating for non-response is applied. Asymptotic properties of the proposed estimator of the population mean are derived. Under mild assumptions, the estimator is shown to be asymptotically consistent.
Introduction
In survey sampling, non-response is one source of errors in data analysis. Nonresponse introduces bias into the estimation of population characteristics. It also causes samples to fail to follow the distributions determined by the original sampling design. This paper seeks to reduce the non-response bias in the estimation of a finite population mean in two stage cluster sampling.
Use of regression models is recognized as one of the procedures for reducing bias due to non-response using auxiliary information. In practice, information on the variables of interest is not available for non-respondents but information
Reweighting Method
Non-response causes loss of observations and therefore reweighting means that the weights are increased for all or almost all of the elements that fail to respond in a survey. The population mean, Y , is estimated by selecting a sample of size n at random with replacement. If responding units to item y are independent so that the probability of unit j responding in cluster i is is its second order probability of inclusion, r s , is the set of r units responding to item y and m s is the set of m units that failed to respond to item y so that r m n + = and ij y * is the imputed value generated so that the missing value ij y is compensated for, [2] .
The Proposed Estimator of Finite Population Mean
Consider a finite population of size M consisting of N clusters with i N elements in the i th cluster. A sample of n clusters is selected so that 1 n units respond and 2 n units fail to respond. Let ij y denote the value of the survey variable Y for unit j in cluster i, for 1, 2, , i N =  , 1, 2, , i j N =  and let population mean be given by Let an estimator of the finite population mean be defined by Ŷ as follows: 
Suppose ij δ is known to be Bernoulli random variables with probability of 
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Assuming non-response in the second stage of sampling, the problem is therefore to estimate the values of ˆi j Y . To do this, a linear regression model applied by [4] and [5] given below is used;
where ( ) . m is a smooth function of the auxiliary variables and ˆi j e is the residual term with mean zero and variance which is strictly positive, Substituting Equation (2.5) in Equation (2.4) the following result is obtained:
Assuming that 1 2 n n n = = , and simplifying Equation (2.6) we obtain the following
A detailed work done by [5] proved that 
, [6] . Thus we get the following: 
E e = , for details see [5] .
On simplification, Equation (2.11) reduces to (
so that Equation (2.12) may be re-written as follows:
Assume the sample sizes are large i.e. as n N → and m M → , Equation 
In order to derive the asymptotic properties of the expected value of the proposed estimator in 2.16, first a review of Nadaraya-Watson estimator is given below.
Review of Nadaraya-Watson Estimator
Given a random sample of bivariate data ( ) ( ) 
In addition, let the smoothing weights be defined by
where b is a smoothing parameter, normally referred to as the bandwidth such that,
Using Equation (3.2), the Nadaraya-Watson estimator of ( ) ij m x is given by: 
Given the model ( )
and ( ) 
From the conditions specified in Equation (3.1), the following (3.9) simplifies to ( ) 
Using change of variable technique as in Equation (3.7), Equation (3.12) can be re-written as follows:
( ) 
Asymptotic Bias of the Mean Estimator Ŷ
Equation (2.16) may be written as ( ) But for a finite population mean, the expected value of the estimator is given in Equation (4.1). The bias is given by
Which reduces to ( )
Re-writing the regression model given by
Simplifying Equation (4.9) the following is thus obtained:
where ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Taking conditional expectation of Equation (4.10) we get
To obtain the relationship between the conditional mean and the selected bandwidth, the following theorem due to [6] is applied;
Theorem: (Dorfman, 1992) Let ( ) 
Applying this theorem, we have 
This theorem is stated without proof. To prove it, we partition it into the bias and variance terms and separately prove them as follows:
 can be obtained as follows:
( ) ( ) ( ) 
Using the Taylor's series expansion about the point ij x , the k th order kernel can be derived as follows:
Expanding up to the 3 rd order kernels, Equation (4.18) becomes
In a similar manner, the expansion of Equation 
Using the conditions stated in Equation (3.1), the derivation in (4.21) can further be simplified to obtain:
Hence the expected value of the second term in Equation (4.11) then becomes: 1 Bias
Asymptotic Variance of the Estimator, Ŷ
From Equations ((4.9) and (4.11)), ( )
Expressing Equation (5.1) in terms of expectation we obtain:
Using the fact that the conditional expectation
ij ij E e X = , the second term in Equation (4.13) reduces to zero. Therefore, 
Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the Finite Population Mean
Estimator Ŷ
The MSE of Ŷ combines the bias and the variance terms of this estimator that is,
Expanding Equation (6.1) gives: Combining the bias in Equation (4.27) and the variance in Equation (5.17) and conditioning on the auxiliary values ij x of the auxiliary variables ij X then
